ABSTRACT This paper proposes a hybrid chaotic biogeography-based optimization (HCBBO) for solving the sequence dependent setup times flowshop scheduling problem with the objective of minimizing the total weighted tardiness. First of all, a largest-order-value rule is employed to transform continuous vectors into discrete job permutations. Second, the chaotic theory and the problem-specific Nawaz-Enscore-Ham heuristic are applied to compose the initial population with the property of intensification and diversification. Third, an improved biogeography-based optimization is introduced to improve the global search ability by designing new migration and mutation schemes. Meanwhile, a further local search is proposed and embedded in HCBBO to enhance the quality of the elite habitats. In addition, an effective perturbation is applied to avoid the solutions getting trapped in the local optima. Computation comparison experiments of seven benchmark algorithms on the Taillard benchmark problems are provided to verify the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. From the experiment results, it can conclude that HCBBO beats other compared algorithms effectively with higher quality and robustness solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scheduling problems consist of a series of classical combinational optimization problems to allocate the shared resources and sort the production tasks within a period of time. Therein the flowshop scheduling problem is a famous combinational optimization problem which is not only a hotspot issue in the theoretical research area but also taking necessary effect in manufacturing [1] - [5] . According to the process constraints and production conditions, it is divided into different kinds of problems with practical meanings such as the permutation flowshop scheduling problem (PFSSP), the no-wait flowshop scheduling problem (NWFSSP), and the flowshop scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times (SDST-FSSP). Particularly, SDST-FSSP has attracted more and more attentions from ambitious researchers in the industrial process and mathematics. Moreover, the sequence dependent setup time is not only dependent with the previous job but also with the job to be processed which is not ignored and part of the processing time [6] , [7] including the releasing time or the fixing time. As it is important desperately for the in-time or the make-to-order environment to take into account the large number of jobs waiting for completing after the due dates in the job permutation, the weighted tardiness objective is proposed to find the best sequence with the minimized total weighted tardiness for saving the cost. In addition, for each job, a weight is given as a priority to indicate the relative importance to other jobs.
Since SDST-FSSP is a NP-hard problem regarding the computational complexity in the combinational optimization [8] , many different computational methods have been proposed to solve this problem. However, because the computation space and time increase exponentially with the scale, exact methods can only handle scheduling problems with small scales [9] , [10] . In order to reduce time in getting appropriate solutions for FSSP, heuristic algorithms are developed which may result in suboptimal solutions of poor quality. It is divided into the constructive algorithm and the improved algorithm [1] . For the constructive algorithm it was first proposed by Johnson [11] which can solve FSSP for minimizing makespan with the time complexity of O(nlogn). After that, Campbell-Dudek-Smith (CDS) algorithm [12] was developed to split FSSP into some FSSPs with small scales and resolve them by Johnson algorithm respectively. In particular, Nawaz-Enscore-Ham heuristic (NEH) [4] is an excellent constructive algorithm in solving FSSP effectively. For the improved heuristic algorithm, it employs some effective strategies on the algorithm for increasing the efficiency of it such as, Suliman algorithm initialized the solutions by the CDS algorithm and enhanced the quality of solutions by swapping two jobs chosen randomly [5] . Furthermore, the iterated greedy (IG_RS) algorithm with a prominent performance compared with many fine-tuned algorithms [1] on FSSP based on a highly effective and improved construction scheme was raised in [13] .
Recently, evolutionary algorithms (EA) are built to achieve better solutions for complex optimization problems with the characteristics of self-organizing, self-adaptive and selflearning. Following this, two algorithms namely HA and HA_IS2 were proposed [14] , [15] to enhance the performance of algorithms. Moreover, two improved memetic algorithms on the base of the classical GA were proposed by Ruiz et al. [16] with a better performance than those in [17] . Except for the above three types of algorithms for dealing with FSSP, the hybrid algorithms are raised for increasing the performance of existing algorithms [18] . For example, an iterated hill climbing method was used to improve the performance of GA [19] . It is noteworthy to mention that two well-performing algorithms (IG_RS and MA) were combined with an effective local search on the destruction and construction aspects to generate IG_RS LS and MA LS respectively. By computational experiments, they outperformed other heuristics in obtaining better results [15] .
In this paper, a hybrid chaotic biogeography based optimization (HCBBO) is proposed with the goal of minimizing the total weighted tardiness. Firstly, a Nawaz-Enscore-Ham heuristic combined with the chaotic sequence is developed to initialize the habitat population with high quality and diversity based on a largest-order-value rule. Secondly, regarding the migration and mutation operators, the improved methods are proposed to enhance the diversity as well as the quality. Moreover, a further local search is employed on the elite population to converge the algorithm more quickly and look for better habitats in the search area. However, in order to explore better solutions in expansive regions under the condition that the algorithm is trapped in the local optima, an efficient perturbation is applied to interfere the elite solutions and guide them to the neighbour area. To validate the performance of the proposed algorithm, seven outstanding algorithms including GA, MA, MA LS , IG_RS, IG_RS LS , SA_PR and HA_IS2 referred above [8] are compared on the 480 benchmark instances of SDST-FSSP. In conclusion, the statistical results indicate that HCBBO behaves prominently with the best solutions among all compared and excellent algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the flowshop scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times and the objective of total weighted tardiness. The detail of the proposed algorithm is described in Section III. In Section IV, we conduct the computational experiments. Finally, the conclusion and the future work are summarized in Section V.
II. THE FLOWSHOP SCHEDULING PROBLEM WITH SEQUENCE DEPENDENT SETUP TIMES A. SDST-FSSP
For the flowshop scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times (SDST-FSSP), a set of m machines comprising of M = {1, 2, 3, . . . , m} has to process a set of jobs including J = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} sequentially, such as the processing sequence will be first processed on Machine 1, then the same one will be processed on Machine 2, until in the end it will be handled on Machine m. It means that the operating order of each processing sequence is identical for all the machines. In this problem, each job can be processed on one machine at each time while each machine can process one job. None of the n × m operations has the priority and all of them are not allowed to preempt. The description of the flowshop scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times can be stated in the following formulas:
where π is a job permutation, p π i ,j denotes the processing time of job π i on machine j. S j,π i ,π k represents the setup time when producing job π k on the machine j, after having processed job π i . Besides, C(π i , m) is the completion time of π i on machine m. Here it is assumed that S j,π 0 ,π i = 0,
B. TOTAL WEIGHTED TARDINESS
In this scheduling problem, the objective that total weighted tardiness has yet to be addressed. For each job π i , the weighted tardiness is given by the following step: the due dates of SDST-FSSP for each job π i are determined by the following formulas [8] , [20] (π i ∈ J , j ∈ M ):
Aver
For all the n jobs, the total weighted tardiness is described by the following formula:
III. A HYBRID CHAOTIC BIOGEOGRAPHY BASED OPTIMIZATION A. BIOGEOGRAPHY BASED OPTIMIZATION
In the biogeography based optimization (BBO) [21] - [23] , a habitat is used to represent an individual of the habitat population or a solution, the performance of a habitat called the habitat suitability index (HSI) indicates the fitness of a solution. Besides, HSI is a vector of suitability index variables (SIVs) which denote by real numbers. A solution with good quality has a high HSI while a habitat with a low HSI represents that the solution is poor in the population. Then the evolution of each habitat depends on the migration among different habitats and the mutation in the habitats internally.
Here, a simple linear migration model illustrated as Figure 1 is used to calculate the immigration and emigration rate concerning HSI of each habitat with different number of species [21] . λ represents the immigration rate while the emigration rate is denoted by µ. Based on both, the migration operator changes SIVs in each HSI to implement the exploitation part in BBO. They can be defined as
where S max represents the maximum number of species, E ∈ (0, 1] is the maximum immigration rate and I ∈ (0, 1] is the maximum emigration rate. k indicates the number of species. Based on the above analyses, the scheme of the migration operator is obtained as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The Migration Operator

Input:
The number of the habitats in the population NP. The immigration rate of the i-th habitat λ i . The emigration rate of the i-th habitat µ i . The i-th habitat in the habitat population H i .
Output:
The migrated habitat population H mi .
1: for i = 1 to NP do 2: if rand(0, 1) < λ i then 3: for j = 1 to NP do 4: if rand(0, 1) < µ j then 5: Randomly select an SIV from H j to replace a random SIV in H i ; 6: end if 7: end for 8: end if 9 In the mutation phase, it performs an adaptive process namely the exploration procedure based on a mutation probability to modify the feature of existing habitats randomly. The mutation probability of the habitat h can be obtained as
where m max is the maximum mutation probability, P h is the probability of the h-th species, P max is the maximum probability of P h (h ∈ 1, 2, . . . , NP) and NP is the habitat population size. Furthermore, P h can be calculated aṡ
The pseudo code of the mutation operator can be presented as shown in Algorithm 2.
In the above scheme, a strategy which uses the first NE best habitats among the current habitat population to replace with the last NE worse habitats is employed. It is called the elitist selection strategy for keeping the habitats with good quality in the evolutionary process.
Algorithm 2 The Mutation Operator
Input:
The number of the habitats in the population NP. The number of the dimensions in the solution vector n. The mutation probability of the i-th habitat m i . The j-th job of the i-th habitat H i (j). The i-th habitat in the habitat population H i .
Output:
The mutated habitat population H mu .
1: for i = 1 to NP do 2: for j = 1 to n do 3: if rand(0, 1) < m i then 4: Replace the chosen H i (j) with a randomly generated SIV; 5: end if 6: end for 7: end for 8: H mu = H ; 9: return H mu
B. OVERALL FRAMEWORK
A hybrid chaotic biogeography based optimization (HCBBO) for SDST-FSSP-TWT is proposed in this section based on the framework of BBO. It is obvious that each method of HCBBO plays an important role in increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of the algorithm.
Firstly, the current habitat population and the best habitat are initialized. The population initialization method is a problem-specific NEH algorithm embedded with an effective chaotic sequence generator which benefits from the ergodicity and pseudo-randomness.
Following this, the main iteration of HCBBO is derived from the migration, mutation and the elite strategy of BBO. Hence, an improved migration operator to migrate some habitats and an improved mutation operator to mutate the partial habitats are employed on the current sorted habitat population. Thirdly, for each habitat of the elite population, an effective insert_based local search for searching better solutions deeply is implemented. However, if the HSI of the best habitat is not enhanced after some iterations, a perturbation method on each elite habitat to let the algorithm jump out of the local optimum and guide the search to the neighbour regions is carried out. The framework of HCBBO can be briefly summarized in Algorithm 3.
C. INITIALIZATION 1) SOLUTION REPRESENTATION
In HCBBO, a continuous encoding scheme is employed by a n-dimension real vector. It is not appropriate for solving discrete optimization problems directly. In order to apply the continuous encoding mode to SDST-FSSP-TWT, a relationship between the job permutation and the vector of habitat in the population should be constructed. Therefore, a largestorder-value rule [24] based on the random position value is
Algorithm 3 HCBBO
Input:
The habitat population size NP. The number of jobs n. The number of elite habitats NE. The maximum number of the reiteration MaxReiterationNum. The maximum number of Insert_based Local Search MaxLSNum. The user_defined maximum mutation probability MaxMP.
Output:
The best habitat h best . Initialize m(i), λ(i), µ(i); 9: end for 10: while the stopping criterion is not met do 11: ImprovedMigrationOperator(H c ); 12: ImprovedMutationOperator(H c ); 13: SortPopulation(H c ); 14: UpdateElitePop(H c , ElitePop); 15: for i = 1 to NE do 16: iterNum = 0; 17: while iterNum ≤ MaxLSNum do 18: random (r) ∈ (0, n]; 19: h i = Insert_basedLocalSearch(r, h i ); 20: if TWT (h i ) < TWT (h i ) then 21: h i = h i ; break; 22: else 23: iterNum = iterNum + 1; 24: end if 25: end while 26: end for 27 :
if TWT (tempH ) < TWT (h best ) then 29: h best = tempH ; end if 34: if NoImproved > MaxReiterationNum then 35: for i = 1 to NE do 36: h i = Perturbation(h i ); used to convert the solution vector to the job sequence. In this rule, each job is assigned into the scheduling sequence by the descending order of random real numbers in the vector. A simple example is introduced in Table I .
The following formula is used to generate each dimension of a random real number vector:
where r represents a uniform number generated randomly between 0 and 1. x min = 0.0 and x max = 4.0 are used in HCBBO.
When generating the vector, a vector with the identical position values may occur. It might lead to a different permutation from the pervious one generated by the local search methods. To overcome this drawback, the revision process [25] is adopted in our algorithm. The pseudo code is provided in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 The Revision Process
Input:
The initial job sequence x. The i-th job of the job sequence x(i). The number of jobs n.
Output:
The revised individual x r .
1: 
end if 8: end if 9: end for 10: x r = x; 11: return x r 2) CHAOTIC SEQUENCE In HCBBO, a chaotic sequence is generated based on the logistic map [26] . It has the characteristics of uniformity, randomicity and regularity that are very effective for avoiding the heuristic optimization getting trapped in the local optimum [27] - [29] . The simple equation is shown as follows:
where X t i indicates the t-th chaotic number in the i-th dimension of the solution vector and t is the iteration number. η is the growth rate for the next iteration relative to the current iteration. Besides, X t i ∈ (0, 1) is under conditions that X 0 i ∈ (0, 1) and X 0 i = {0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0}, ∀i ∈ [1, n]. Furthermore, η = 4 has been applied in HCBBO. It should be noted that a vector of random real numbers in the range (0,4) is applied to represent the job permutation. The equation which generates the real numbers between 0 and 4 using X t i , ∀i ∈ [1, n] can be described as below:
In this equation, i ∈ [1, n] denotes the dimension number of the vector, X t i is the i-th chaotic number for the tth iteration. To conclude, at the beginning of the proposed algorithm, a chaotic generator is applied to produce a random and unpredictable real sequence. Then we use the LOV rule to convert the habitat represented by the real number vector to the job sequence. Lastly, the fitness (TWT) of the job sequence is calculated to evaluate a solution.
3) INITIALIZATION METHOD
At the beginning of HCBBO, a problem-specific NEH heuristic is applied to initialize the habitat population which consists of NP habitats. It is important in enhancing HSI of the habitat which has been proved effective in [30] . In the problem-specific NEH method, only a part of habitats have undergone the NEH method. The process of NEH can be described in the following steps.
1) Select a habitat h from H c randomly, extract the first two jobs and evaluate the possible job schedules with them. The better one with less TWT is selected as the current permutation.
2) For each unscheduled job j in h, put it in all the possible positions of the current scheduled permutation, then all the possible partial permutations are produced. The best one of them is chosen as the current sequence to schedule the next job.
3) A new habitat h new is generated after arranging all jobs, if the HSI of h new is better than h, then h will be replaced by h new .
In regard to this problem-specific NEH method, a random habitat is selected to execute this method. Because not all the habitats carry out the NEH heuristic, the diversity of the initial habitat population is guaranteed. As a result, a habitat population H c is formed with the property of good quality and diversity. Afterwards, the best habitat h best is initialized by the first habitat selected from the sorted habitat population. At the last of HCBBO, h best will be outputted as the final result with the objective of total weighted tardiness.
D. MIGRATION AND MUTATION METHOD
In this section, an improved migration operator combined with the roulette strategy which helps to choose the habitat randomly is adopted based on the migration operator of BBO. In addition, an improved mutation method is proposed embedded with two ways of local search. It plays a significant role in enhancing the diversity of the habitat population.
Algorithm 5 ImprovedMigrationOperator()
Input:
The habitat population size NP. The current population H c including h i . The number of jobs n. The migration probability λ and µ.
Output:
The population after migration H c .
1: for i = 1 to NP do 2: r = random(0,1); 3: for j = 1 to n do 4: if r < λ(i) then 5: Employ the roulette strategy using µ(i) to choose the habitat h t to be migrated; 6: h i (j) = h t (j); The improved migration and mutation method of HCBBO is shown in Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 6 respectively.
1) LOCAL SEARCH METHOD
In the scheme of HCBBO, an insert_based local search has been employed in the multiple further search and the mutation operator. In [30] - [37] , the insert_based local search has demonstrated its high efficiency. The detail process is given as follows.
(1) Input a habitat h and a given position p.
(2) Let job j be a job in the position p of h, place j on each of the left potential positions of h to result n − 1 neighbor habitats.
(3) Let h best be the best habitat based on the minimal total weighted tardiness among the n − 1 neighbor habitats. (4) Output h best . In addition, another local search method which is called the inverse_based local search has been applied in the mutation operator [23] . The scheme of it details as below.
(1)Input a habitat h and let the counter of iteration be zero. After that, if the fitness of the new habitat is better than the old one, the new one will replace the old habitat to prepare for the next iteration to search for the better results.
E. PERTURBATION METHOD
The pitfall of the iterative further search is easily falling into a local optimum. In order to escape from this drawback and explore new regions of the unexplored search space, the perturbation methods are applied to the current elite habitats which would explore the neighbourhood of the local optima. What's more, selecting an appropriate perturbation is a key operation to change the current habitat. If the perturbation is too strong, it may perform as a restart operator randomly. On the contrary, it has little effect on the further local search to avoid getting trapped in the local optimum.
In HCBBO, the appropriate perturbation referred to Point_Insert behaves on each of the elite habitats when the fitness of the current best habitat has not be improved until the counter of reiteration (MaxReiterationNum) has reached. The steps of this perturbation method can be described as follows.
(1) Input a habitat h. 
F. UPDATE METHOD
In this part, two update frames are shown in Algorithm 7 and Algorithm 8 respectively. In Algorithm 7, the habitats in the VOLUME 5, 2017 current population and the elite population are used to update the elite population for maintaining the elite habitats to be the first two best habitats in the population to carry out the rest operators. They are sorted as the descending order of fitness and the first two are chosen to generate a new elite population. In addition, the update method for the current population details in Algorithm 8. Based on this algorithm, the current habitat population with some good quality habitats are acquired to get ready for exploring the global optimum in the next iteration.
Algorithm 7 UpdateElitePop()
Input:
The current habitat population H c . The elite habitat population ElitePop.
Output:
The updated elite population ElitePop.
1: tempElitePop = ∅; 2: for i = 1 to NE do 3: tempElitePop(i) = H c (i); 4: end for 5: for j = 1 to NE do 6: tempElitePop(NE + j) = ElitePop(j); 7: end for 8: Sort tempElitePop with the descending order of fitness which is also the ascending order of TWT ; 9: for i = 1 to NE do 10: ElitePop(i) = tempElitePop(i); 11 Randomly select an individual h from H c ; 4: if TWT (h e ) < TWT (h) then 5: h = h e ; break; 6: else 7: remove the solution h in the TempH c ; 8: end if 9: end while 10: return H c
G. CONVERGENCE OF HCBBO
For heuristic algorithms, the diversity and convergence are the main issues to settle NP-hard problems effectively. Except for the advantages inherited from the BBO framework with a balance between the exploration and the exploitation [21] , HCBBO also benefits from a further local search on the elite habitats in order to increase the rate of convergence in the exploitation process efficiently. However, if the speed of convergence is too fast to lead the algorithm to a local optimum prematurely, a good perturbation Point_Insert is executed to compensate for the shortcomings. Considering the diversity namely the exploration section of HCBBO, the initialization method which is a problem-specific NEH method combined with a chaotic strategy is applied to keep the diversity of the habitat population. From Figure 2 to Figure 11 , there is a distinctly view of the convergence trend on the instances from Ta071 to Ta080 respectively in DD_SDST50 when solving SDST-FSSP with the goal of obtaining the minimum total weighted tardiness.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
A. ENVIRONMENTAL SETUP
HCBBO algorithm is coded in C++ by Microsoft Visual Studio 2013. It is performed on a PC with 3 GB memory and a CPU of 3.40 GHz on the OS of Windows 7. The stop criterion of this algorithm is CPU time limit given by (n × m/2) × 180 milliseconds as the same as [8] . In the following experiments, for each benchmark instance, HCBBO algorithm runs 10 times independently.
B. BENCHMARK PROBLEM INSTANCES AND BENCHMARK ALGORITHMS
The algorithm is applied to four sets of benchmark instances which are based on 120 classical Taillard's original instances for SDST-FSSP in which the processing times (p π i ,j ) are generated from the range [1, 99] uniformly. Besides, the sets of the extended instances are grouped by the sequence dependent setup times which are 10%, 50%, 100% and 125% of p π i ,j . They are considered as DD_SDST10, DD_SDST50, DD_SDST100 and DD_SDST125 that augmented by the due dates and the weight of each job for SDST-FSSP-TWT. In each set, the examples are divided into different combinations of the number of jobs n and the number of machines m including {20,50,100} × {5,10,20}, 200 × {10,20} and 500 × 20 which are 120 instances in total. The 480 instances in the four sets and the best known solutions can be obtained from http://soa.iti.es/rruiz [8] .
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm, seven effective compared algorithms which contain GA, MA, MA LS , IG_RS, IG_RS LS , SA_PR and HA_IS2 are used. The assessment variable called the relative percentage deviation (RPD) [18] is employed to present the increase percentage of the solution generated from a certain algorithm over the best known bound. For statistics, it is convenient to VOLUME 5, 2017 apply the average relative percentage deviation (ARPD) as an overall mean shown as below on each instance to evaluate the performance of each algorithm:
where BEST sol is the total weighted tardiness of the best known solution gained from http://soa.iti.es/rruiz for each instance, SOME sol is the total weighted tardiness of the final result obtained by the considered algorithm for the same instance. And Q is the running times of the specific algorithm.
C. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER SETTINGS
There are four control parameters in the overall frame of HCBBO to be discussed, including NP, MaxLSNum, MaxReiterationNum, MaxMP. It is worth mentioning that the parameters are vital for enhancing the effectiveness of the algorithm. In regard to other parameters used in HCBBO, the number of the elite habitats NE is set to 2 as [23] defines and the rest parameters employed in the calculation formulas (8)(10) are the same as BBO [21] . Instances Ta071-Ta080 (100 × 10) in DD_SDST50 are used to calibrate the parameters as the base cases due to space limitations in the following experiments. Each experiment is ran ten times independently with CPU time equaling to (n × m/2) × 180. The good results relatively are marked in bold. Besides, the solution better than the best known bound is shown as a negative number.
1) THE INFLUENCE OF THE HABITAT QUANTITY NP
In all the population optimization algorithms, the number of the individuals in the population is an indispensable parameter which exerts significant influence on the efficiency of the algorithm. In HCBBO, it is important to select the appropriate number of individuals to form a habitat population. One issue is that if the number is too small, it is easy for this algorithm to converge prematurely and result in getting trapped in local optima fast. On the other issue, if the size of it is too large, additional and unnecessary computational costs will be produced. In order to get the effect of the habitat quantity NP on the search performance directly, NP has varied from 10 to 40 with the RPD and ARPD results summing up in Table II on instances from Ta071 to Ta080. From the results of ARPD shown in Table II , it is obvious to aware that NP = 20 gains better RPD in most of the instances including Ta071, Ta074, Ta076 and Ta079 and provides the best ARPD as 1.16. In Ta072, Ta075, Ta078 and Ta080, NP = 10 gives less RPD than other settings with an ARPD being 1.31. Furthermore, NP of 20 and 40 can produce the same least RPD 1.13 in Ta071. Besides HCBBO with a habitat quantity 30 can gain a better RPD in Ta073 than other sizes. NP = 40 presents the least RPD on the rest instances including Ta071 and Ta077 with the ARPD equaling to 1.40. Figure 12 provides an empirical insight of the effect on each size of NP for Ta071-Ta080 using the ARPD evaluation of a confidence interval at the 95% confidence level. As a result it is easily observed that NP = 20 outperforms other sizes with the best ARPD. To conclude, the habitat population size NP of 20 which results in better performance with the less ARPD than the other settings is the best choice.
2) THE INFLUENCE OF THE MAXIMAL NUMBER OF LOCAL SEARCH MaxLSNum
By this experiment the influence of the maximal number of the insert_based local search MaxLSNum of HCBBO is discussed. Through the further exploitation in HCBBO, there exists much better solutions that can be further interfered to the unexplored regions. In order to prove the effect of MaxLSNum on HCBBO, we apply the examples from Ta071 to Ta080 on different MaxLSNum selecting from the set {15,20,25,30} with the measurement of ARPD. Other parameters are set as the previous experiment temporarily.
What summaries in Table III is the RPD results of each MaxLSNum. From Table III , it can be easily found that MaxLSNum = 15 achieves best result in Ta073 only and MaxLSNum = 20 performs best in Ta074 only. However, MaxLSNum = 25 can provide better RPD in the instances including Ta072, Ta075, Ta079 and Ta080 with the best ARPD equaling to 0.94. In particular, the negative number -0.20 on Ta079 indicates this result is better than the best known bound of Ta079. Moreover, MaxLSNum = 30 gains best RPD results on the rest instances including Ta071, Ta076, Ta077 and Ta078. According to ARPD, MaxLSNum = 25 beats other settings on all the ten instances with the ARPD of 0.94. Figure 13 shown below illustrates the 95% confidence interval of ARPD for different numbers of MaxLSNum. It is observed directly that MaxLSNum = 25 is adaptive and appropriate in solving SDST-FSSP-TWT with the least ARPD. By means of the above analyses, it is the best choice to set MaxLSNum at 25 obviously since MaxLSNum = 25 beats other settings in achieving best ARPD of all the ten test instances.
3) THE INFLUENCE OF THE MAXIMAL ITERATION TIMES TO RESTART MaxReiterationNum
In this experiment, the effect of MaxReiterationNum that indicates the maximal iteration times to restart a new iteration is considered. By the further local search, this algorithm may be trapped into a local optimum when the fitness of the best habitat is not improved after a certain number of iterations. Therefore, the suitable restart is essential for the algorithm to search in other solution areas effectively in the next iteration.
Taking advantage of Ta071-Ta080 evaluated as RPD running for ten times, Table IV illustrates the influence of different MaxReiterationNums which chosen from the set {20,25,30,35}. Other parameter settings are temporarily like the previous experiments.
From Table IV , MaxReiterationNum = 20 gives the best RPD on Ta079 only, but for Ta074 and Ta076 MaxReiterationNum = 25 performs better RPD than other settings. To most of the instances selected from the set {Ta072, Ta073, Ta077, Ta078, Ta080}, MaxReiterationNum = 30 gains the best RPD. Besides MaxReiterationNum = 30 achieves the best ARPD 1.07 among all the settings of the ten instances. For the rest instances including Ta071 and Ta075, MaxReiterationNum = 35 beats others with the best RPD. It is easily observed that MaxReiterationNum = 30 is superior to the other settings on ARPD of all the instances. In addition, Figure 14 as below is shown ARPD with 95% confidence intervals of the instances from Ta071 to Ta080. What can be easily found is that MaxReiterationNum = 30 is the best setting for solving SDST-FSSP with the objective of TWT in HCBBO.
4) THE EFFECT OF THE MAXIMUM MUTATION PROBABILITY MaxMP
In the frame of BBO, the maximum mutation probability is a user-defined parameter as m max in formula (8) which is vital for the mutation operator. Moreover, it is a control parameter in the mutation operator to increase the diversity of the habitat population. Selecting an appropriate number of MaxMP can not only make the habitat with low HSI mutate to a better habitat but also make the habitat with high HSI have a chance to improve the HSI more than it already has. If MaxMP is a small value then the search will be guided to the parallel axis of search space. However, if it is too large, the search space is shifted at angles for searching better habitats. Herein as the scheme of HCBBO shows, MaxMP chosen from the set {0,01,0.03,0.05,0.07} is discussed. It is demonstrated in Table V that MaxMP = 0.01 can achieve best RPD in Ta074, Ta075 and Ta079, while MaxMP = 0.03 gains better RPD in instances Ta077 and Ta080. Furthermore, MaxMP = 0.05 can provide better results in most of the ten instances including Ta071, Ta072, Ta076 and Ta078 with the least ARPD 0.28. However, MaxMP = 0.07 gives the best RPD result on Ta073 only. Figure 15 concludes the ARPD of all the instances with each value of MaxMP which is presented in 95% CI. It is obvious to see that MaxMP = 0.05 is the best setting with the least ARPD among all the settings. In conclusion, this experiment demonstrates that MaxMP = 0.05 is the best setting among all the compared settings for HCBBO.
D. EFFECT OF THE CHAOTIC GENERATOR
Two initialization methods are generated when the problem-specific NEH heuristic is embedded with the chaotic generator and the random generator respectively. These two generators can be shown as formula (10) and (12) refer above. In order to compare the efficiency of them, instances Ta071-Ta080 in DD_SDST50 and DD_SDST100 are used as the based test cases. As Figure 16 illustrates, the initialization way benefiting from the chaotic generator which has less ARPD in both DD_SDST50 and DD_SDST100 is proved to be more effective with the feature of randomicity, ergodicity and regularity in the initialization section of HCBBO.
E. EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT MUTATION OPERATORS
It is important for selecting an appropriate local search operator which intensifies the search in gaining better results and drives the search into new regions in the mutation method of HCBBO. Except for the efficient insert_based local search, there is another local search method which is the swap_based local search [23] used to compare the efficiency with the inverse_based local search.
Via the experiments on instances Ta071-Ta080 in DD_SDST50 and DD_SDST125, it is easily known from Figure 17 that the inverse_based local search has more powerful efficiency than the swap_based local search in the mutation section of HCBBO for achieving less ARPD.
F. EFFECT OF DIFFERENT PERTURBATION OPERATORS
Different perturbations have different influence on the solutions gained by the further local search. A random move on the neighborhoods of the elite habitats may lead to a satisfactory result. Besides, taking into account the property of SDST-FSSP and matching the specified local search can achieve much better results. Therefore the detail schemes of three simple but frequently-used perturbation operators, including 2Point_Exchange, Segment_Insert and Self_Inverse operators [23] , [30] , [31] are employed to compare with the used operator Point_Insert in HCBBO. In addition, instances Ta071-Ta080 in DD_SDST50 and DD_SDST125 are similarly chosen for verifying the efficiency of Point_Insert perturbation by computational experiments. As a result, from Figure 18 Point_Insert perturbation with the least ARPD is the best operator fitting with the insert_based local search among all the compared perturbation methods.
G. COMPARISON RESULTS WITH SOME STATE-OF-THE-ART APPROACHES
This subsection analyses the comparison results between HCBBO with the best algorithm settings obtained by previous experiments and seven outstanding algorithms contain GA, MA, MA LS , IG_RS, IG_RS LS , SA_PR and HA_IS2. For ease of reference, HCBBO runs for the same computational time with the CPU time executing on experiments in [8] . For the seven compared algorithms, it has concluded that IG_RS LS algorithms beats other six algorithms with higher performance [8] . And the details of comparative results are presented in the following tables and figures. Moreover, we calculate RPD for each instance of SDST-FSSP in order to compare the performance of each algorithm. Owing to the space limitation, only the comparative ARPD results of every data set are shown in Table VI and Table VII in detail   TABLE 11 . NewBounds for instances in DD_SDST125. classified by the type and size of instances. The better results in tables are marked in bold. In particular, if the solution is better than the best-known bound statistically, ARPD is shown as a negative number. From Table VI , it implies that HCBBO beats other algorithms obviously with the least overall ARPD 0.32 and 0.18 in each scale of DD_SDST10 and DD_SDST50 respectively except for the large scale of 500×20. Due to the ability to obtain good results of HCBBO, it can be found in Table VII FIGURE 21. ARPD in 95% CI for each algorithm in DD_SDST100. that HCBBO is superior to other algorithms with the least ARPD 0.26 and 0.51 respectively on all the instances in DD_SDST100 and DD_SDST125. Regarding ARPD on each scale of DD_SDST100 and DD_SDST125 despite of the scale 500×20, HCBBO can provide best ARPD among all the algorithms. It is necessary to note that for obtaining solutions with better quality in the large scale 500×20, HA_IS2 provides better solutions than HCBBO mainly due to the slow initialization of the proposed algorithm. However from the overall mean of ARPD on all the instances, HCBBO is the best algorithm in getting solutions with high quality.
Besides, from Figure 19 to Figure 22 , it is evident that HCBBO has the best performance with the highest robustness represented by the shortest and lowest error bar among all the compared algorithms using ARPD at the 95% confidence level of confidence intervals. Hence, via the figures it is concluded that HCBBO excels in the aspect of robustness among all the compared algorithms on each type of all instances in DD_SDST10, DD_SDST50, DD_SDST100 and DD_SDST125 of SDST-FSSP. To get a clear insight into the performance of HCBBO, Figure 23 ,24,25,26 are drawn to demonstrate the rank of each algorithm. It can be obviously shown that HCBBO is the best algorithm on a comprehensive consideration of both quality and robustness.
For the illustration purpose, from Table VIII to Table XI they present the new bounds yielded by HCBBO better than the best-known ones and the difference between them in each data set to prove the high performance of HCBBO empirically. Based on these results, it is summarized that HCBBO surpasses by other seven algorithms evidently resulting in good solutions with high quality and robustness.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the flowshop scheduling problem with sequence dependent setup times is addressed for minimizing the total weighted tardiness. We have explained the issues about the overall framework, the strategies between the exploration and exploitation and the problem-specific tunings in the above sections. One of the key advantages of HCBBO is the initialization method which is a problem-specific NEH embedded with a chaotic sequence generator. Besides, in this proposed method it is important for the largest-order-value rule to make HCBBO suitable to this scheduling problem. It has to be mentioned that there are other reasons why HCBBO has high efficiency and robustness. First, the improved migration and mutation operators referred above are developed to keep the diversity and quality of the population to a certain extent. Second, in order to intensify the quality of solutions, a further local search namely the insert_based local search is applied to the elite population for exploiting the improved solutions. Third, due to some cases that the deep search would lead the solutions to be trapped in the local optima, an effective perturbation Point_Insert is employed for accelerating the solutions to overstep the local extremum and pursuing for the better global optimum. At last, the current population is updated by the specific method duly to be intended for the next iteration of HCBBO. By computational experiments on the benchmark instances, it is concluded that HCBBO is a robust and highly efficient algorithm for solving SDST-FSSP to minimize weighted tardiness which is superior to other compared effective and prominent algorithms.
Looking forward to increase the future research, HCBBO is expected to be extended to solve other kinds of combinatorial optimization problems. Such as the blocking flowshop scheduling problem (BFSSP), the no-idle flowshop scheduling problem (NIFSSP) and the multi-objective flowshop scheduling problems which is much closer to real problems. In addition, we need to do more work to understand the interactions between the intensification and the diversification strategies explicitly in HCBBO for enhancing the performance of HCBBO.
